Role of poly(ε-caprolactone) lipid-core nanocapsules on melanoma–neutrophil crosstalk

Abstract: Metastatic melanoma is an aggressive cancer with increasing incidence and limited therapies in advanced stages. Systemic neutrophilia or abundant neutrophils in the tumor contribute toward its worst prognosis, and the interplay of cancer and the immune system has been shown in tumor development and metastasis. We recently showed the in vivo efficacy of poly(ε-caprolactone) lipid-core nanocapsule (LNC) or LNC loaded with acetyleneugol (AcE-LNC) to treat B16F10-induced melanoma in mice. In this study, we investigated whether LNC or AcE-LNC toxicity could involve modifications on crosstalk of melanoma cells and neutrophils. Therefore, melanoma cells (B16F10) were pretreated with vehicle, LNC, AcE or AcE-LNC for 24 h, washed and, further, cocultured for 18 h with peritoneal neutrophils obtained from C57Bl/6 mice. Melanoma cells were able to internalize the LNC or AcE-LNC after 2 h of incubation. LNC or AcE-LNC pretreatments did not cause melanoma cells death, but led melanoma cells to be more susceptible to death in serum deprivation or hypoxia or in the presence of neutrophils. Interestingly, the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which causes cell death, was increased by neutrophils in the presence of LNC- and AcE-LNC-pretreated melanoma cells. LNC or AcE-LNC treatments reduced the concentration of transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) in the supernatant of melanoma cells, a known factor secreted by cancer cells to induce pro-tumoral actions of neutrophils in the tumor microenvironment. In addition, we found reduced levels of pro-tumoral chemical mediators VEGF, arginase-1, interleukin-10 (IL-10) and matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9) in the supernatant of LNC or AcE-LNC-pretreated melanoma cells and cocultured with neutrophils. Overall, our data show that the uptake of LNC or AcE-LNC by melanoma cells affects intracellular mechanisms leading to more susceptibility to death and also signals higher neutrophil antitumoral activity.
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Introduction
Melanoma is a highly aggressive tumor and presents elevated metastatic index. It is the most severe form of skin cancer, being responsible for the majority of skin cancer deaths. The survival rate of patients with metastatic melanoma is 6–10 months, and only 20% of patients survive for about 5 years from the time of diagnosis.1–3 Melanoma is extremely resistant to the current therapies such as chemotherapy, radiotherapy, immunotherapy and/or target therapy.4–6 Therefore, the comprehension of the mechanisms underlying the disease is crucial for the establishment of novel and complementary therapeutic approaches.

Up to 90% of the tumor mass is composed of immune cells, and an interaction of tumor/stromal/immune cells, as well the interplay of chemical mediators secreted in the tumoral microenvironment, has been fully shown to regulate the tumor growth,
The role of neutrophils in the cancer development was neglected for some time; nevertheless, accumulated clinical and experimental data have shown the relevance of local infiltration of neutrophils to tumorigenesis. Moreover, progressive malignant cancer is associated with blood neutrophilia and the elevated neutrophil–lymphocyte ratio (NLR), which is considered a powerful prognostic parameter in several human cancers. Neutrophils are recruited from the blood mainly responding to chemotactic agents secreted by surrounding or tumor cells, such as chemokine CXCL12, interleukin (IL)-17 and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). In the tumor microenvironment, tumor-associated neutrophils (TANs) switch to phenotype differentiation, ie, anti-tumorigenic (N1) or pro-tumorigenic (N2). The differentiation is driven by type 1 interferon γ (IFN-γ) and transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β), which polarize to N1 and N2 phenotype, respectively. Actions of N1 neutrophils cause cytotoxicity, tumor rejection and immune memory, as they secrete high levels of tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), produce reactive oxygen species (ROS) and release lower levels of chemokine (C–C motif) ligand 2 (CCL2), VEGF and matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9). On the other hand, pro-tumoral N2 phenotype is characterized by high expression of CXCR4, arginase-1, CCL2 and MMP-9. This phenotype promotes tumor invasion and metastasis through proteolysis of extracellular matrix components, angiogenesis and immunosuppression, which allows the cancer to escape the immune response.

Recently, the role of pro-tumoral neutrophils on melanoma development and metastasis has been shown. The presence of neutrophils in the melanoma microenvironment is related to induction of angiogenesis, angiotropism and metastasis risk, showing that neutrophil secretion or its interaction with melanoma cells modifies the phenotype of melanoma cells. Moreover, neutrophilia observed in metastatic melanoma contributes to restrict tumor cells in the lung microcirculation, facilitating the melanoma transendothelial migration into tissue. Therefore, manipulating neutrophil functions in melanoma cells may be a promising target for therapy. Indeed, enhancing N1 neutrophil activation in the tumor bed may result in significant anticancer effects.

To establish novelty in melanoma therapy, we recently administered poly(ε-caprolactone) lipid-core nanocapsules (LNCs) loaded or not with acetyleneugol (AcE-LNC) to C57Bl/6 mice carrying B16F10-induced melanoma. The LNCs are composed of an organogel as oily core surrounded by a biodegradable polymeric wall, in which dispersion in water is guaranteed by surface coating with polysorbate 80 micelles. Oral administration of LNC or AcE-LNC, but not AcE, did not cause any toxicity and inhibited the melanoma development. In vitro studies showed that LNC or AcE-LNC caused late apoptosis and necrosis, as well as cell cycle arrest in SK-Mel-28 cells.

Considering the relevance of neutrophils in melanoma development and metastasis, we, in this study, investigated the effects of LNC, AcE or AcE-LNC treatments on the crosstalk between melanoma cells and neutrophils. Our data show that melanoma cells pretreated with LNC or AcE-LNC are more susceptible to death in response to serum deprivation or hypoxia and secrete lower levels of TGF-β, a known chemical mediator secreted by cancer cells to halt antitumoral properties of neutrophils. Moreover, in vivo treatment of mice with LNC or AcE-LNC impairs the interaction of neutrophils with microcirculatory vessels, which may represent an additional mechanism of LNCs to inhibit the dissemination of melanoma cells.

Materials and methods
Reagents
Roswell Park Memorial Institute 1640 (RPMI 1640) and fetal bovine serum (FBS) were purchased from Vitrocell (Sao Paulo, Brazil). Ketamine and xylazine were obtained from Ceva Santé Animale (Paulínea, Brazil). Oyster glycogen, propidium iodide (PI), 2′,7′-dichlorofluorescin diacetate (DCFH-DA), trypan blue, CoCl₂, and Ringer–Locke solution were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St Louis, MO, USA). Anti-Ly6G antibody conjugated with phycoerythrin (PE) and annexin V (AnxV)–fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) were purchased from BD Biosciences (San Jose, CA, USA). Percoll was obtained from GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences AB (Uppsala, Sweden). Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kits were obtained as follows: TGF-β and IL-10 were obtained from R&D Systems, Inc. (Minneapolis, MN, USA); VEGF-A was obtained from IBL (Mikasa-Shi, Japan) and ELISA, arginase-1 and MMP-9 were obtained from MyBioSource (San Diego, CA, USA). Transwell insert plate was purchased from Costar (Cambridge, MA, USA).

LNC preparation
Synthesized AcE and LNCs containing or not containing AcE were prepared using a previously reported method, and the physicochemical characterization of the new batches of formulations was performed as previously described. LNC and AcE-LNC had mean particle diameters of 208±15 nm and 194±20 nm, with polydispersity indexes of 0.11±0.01.
and 0.12±0.02, respectively. Particle number densities were 4.5±0.5×10^{12} and 3.6±0.4×10^{12} nanocapsules/mL, respectively.

Melanoma cells
B16F10 malignant melanoma cell line was obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA). Cells were grown in culture flasks for 5–10 passages and maintained in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% FBS (R10). Cells were kept at 37°C, with a minimum relative humidity of 95% and an atmosphere of 5% CO₂ in air. Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) was performed in the laboratory to check cell mycoplasma contamination, and B16F10 employed in this study was in perfect assay conditions (data not shown).

Animals
Male C57Bl/6 mice (25–30 g; 7–10 per group) were provided by the Central Animal House of School of Pharmaceutical Sciences and the Chemistry Institute of the University of São Paulo. Mice were housed in polycarbonate cages (four animals per cage; Tecniplast, Buguggiate, Italy) at room temperature (22°C±0.1°C) and humidity (50%±10%) with a 12 h light/dark cycle, receiving standard food and water ad libitum. Animals were anesthetized with a combination of ketamine:xylazine solution (20.2 mg/kg, intraperitoneal (i.p.)) before each experimental procedure. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at the School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of São Paulo (protocol number: 309) and were performed according to the Brazilian Society of Science of Laboratory Animals guidelines for the proper care and use of experimental animals.

Collection and characterization of neutrophils
Neutrophils were obtained from adult mice 4 h after i.p. injection of 3 mL sterile 1% oyster glycogen solution, previously prepared in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The animals were anesthetized, and the cells were collected by rinsing the abdominal cavity with 10 mL of sterile culture medium. Cells were separated using a gradient of Percoll followed by centrifugation at 600×g for 20 min at 4°C. Neutrophils were washed once with 10 mL of culture medium, stained with trypan blue and observed under conventional light microscopy to evaluate their viability. Using anti-Ly6G antibody conjugated with PE, the neutrophil purity was >95% as observed by flow cytometry.

Melanoma cell culture and treatments
For cell viability assays, melanoma cells (1×10^5 cells/well) were seeded into 24-well plates and maintained in culture for 12 h for attachment. Then, the cells were treated with R10 (vehicle), LNC (9×10^9 particles/mL), AcE (30 µM) or AcE-LNC (30 µM of AcE; 9×10^9 particles/mL) for 24 h.

In another set of experiments, melanoma cells were incubated with CoCl₂ (100 µM in culture medium) to induce hypoxia or with culture medium with serum deprivation (RPMI 1640 plus 1% of FBS) for 24 h. After this period, cells were washed three times with fresh culture medium and incubated with R10 (vehicle), LNC (9×10^9 particles/mL), AcE (30 µM) or AcE-LNC (30 µM of AcE; 9×10^9 particles/mL) for 24 h.

In vitro cellular uptake
The internalization of LNC or AcE-LNC by B16F10 cells was confirmed by enhanced dark-field hyperspectral microscopy. Melanoma cells (5×10⁴ cells) were seeded in extra clean dust-free Nexterion® Glass D coverslips (#D263T; Schott, New York, NY, USA) present in 12-well plates. After adherence, cells were incubated with medium containing LNC (9×10^9 particles/mL) or AcE-LNC (30 µM of AcE; 9×10^9 particles/mL) for 2 h at 37°C under 5% CO₂ atmosphere. A control group was maintained in the presence of culture medium (vehicle). Immediately after the incubation and washing four times with PBS, the coverslip was placed on extra clean dust-free Nexterion® Glass B slides containing 10 µL of PBS, and melanoma cells were imaged using a CytoViva Ultra Resolution Imaging System (CytoViva, Inc., Auburn, AL, USA). It was mounted on an Olympus BX51 microscope (×1,500 magnification; Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with fluorite 100× oil iris 0.6–1.30 numerical aperture (NA) objective and a 75 W Xe light source. Optical images were taken using a Q-imaging Retiga EXi CCD camera (Olympus Corporation, Center Valley, PA, USA) and Dage XL CCD digital camera with Image Processing Software (Dage®; DAGE-MTI of MC, Inc., Michigan City, IN, USA).

Coculture of melanoma cells and neutrophils
First, melanoma cells were previously treated as described in the “Melanoma cell culture and treatments” section. Freshly isolated neutrophils and pretreated tumor cells were cocultured in R10 at 37°C in a humidified CO₂ incubator (5% CO₂) for 18 h in 24-well tissue culture plates. To avoid cell-to-cell contact, neutrophils were separated from melanoma...
cells by a 0.4 µM membrane in a Transwell plate (Corning Incorporated, Corning, NY, USA). Neutrophils (5x10⁶ cells/insert) were placed in the upper chambers of the Transwell culture inserts. After 18 h of coculture, neutrophils were removed and melanoma cells were harvested, washed three times, resuspended in PBS and immediately employed in all experiments. Supernatants were also collected and stored at −20°C until the experiments were performed.

Cell viability
The melanoma cells viability was determined after pretreatment with vehicle (R10), LNC, AcE or AcE-LNC and cells were further incubated with serum deprivation or hypoxia or cocultured with neutrophils. Briefly, melanoma cells were harvested and apoptosis and necrosis were measured by adding annexin V–FITC (1:100) and PI (50 µg/mL), respectively. Results are presented as the percentage of marked cells. All experiments were conducted using a BD FACSCanto Flow Cytometer (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) and analyzed using the FlowJo software (version 9.1; TreeStar Inc., Ashland, OR, USA). Data from 10,000 cells were obtained.

Oxidative burst evaluation
Cocultured neutrophils were harvested and washed with PBS, and incubated with 10 µM DCFH-DA for 30 min at 37°C. After the incubation period, the fluorescence was analyzed using flow cytometry. Results are presented as arbitrary units of fluorescence. All experiments were conducted with a FACS Canto Flow Cytometer and analyzed using the FlowJo software (version 9.1). Data from 10,000 cells were obtained, and only the morphologically viable cells were considered in the analysis.

Quantification of chemical mediators
Levels of TGF-β, IL-10, VEGF, arginase-1 and MMP-9 were quantified by immunoassay in the supernatants of cocultures, according to the instructions of the supplier. Samples obtained from each experimental group were analyzed in duplicate. The absorbance was monitored using a multiwell plate reader (PowerWaveX340; Biotek Instruments, Inc., Winooski, VT, USA).

Intravital microscopy assay
Intravital microscopy assay was carried out to evaluate the effects of treatments on neutrophil interaction with post-capillary venules in vivo. Animals were anesthetized, cremaster muscle was surgically exteriorized and animals were maintained on a special board that was thermostatically controlled at 37°C, which included a transparent platform on which tissue was placed. The preparation was kept moist and warmed by irrigating the tissue with a warmed (37°C) Ringer–Locke solution (pH 7.2–7.4). The rate of solution outflow onto the exposed tissue was controlled to keep the preparation in continuous contact with a film of the solution. Trans-illuminated images were obtained by optical microscopy (Axioplan II; Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Jena, Germany; equipped with 5.0/0.30 plan-neofluor or ×10.0/0.25 Achromat longitudinal distance objectives/numeric aperture and ×1.0, 1.25 or 1.60 optovar). The images were captured with a video camera (ZVS, 3C75DE; Carl Zeiss Meditec AG) and simultaneously transmitted to a computer. Interaction between leukocytes and vessel walls were examined using image-analyzing software (KS 300; Kontron, Hamburg, Germany). The number of rolling leukocytes on the post-capillary venule wall (20–30 µm diameter, 100 µm length) of the cremaster muscle just before the administration of treatments (time 0) and 10, 30, 60 and 120 min after the intravenous (i.v.) administration of vehicle (saline), LNC (0.9±0.5x10⁵), AcE (20 mg/kg) or AcE-LNC (20 mg/kg; 0.72±0.4x10⁵) were counted. Leukocytes moving in the periphery of the axial stream, in contact with the endothelium, were considered to be rollers, and their number was determined in a 5 min period.

Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using Graph Pad Prism 5 (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). One- or two-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey’s post hoc test were used to compare the data. Data were presented as mean ± standard error mean, and P-values lower than 0.05 were considered significant.

Results
LNC and AcE-LNC were taken up by melanoma cells
To certify that nanocapsules were internalized by melanoma cells, CytoViva microscopy analysis was employed. As shown in Figure 1, LNC and AcE-LNC were taken up by cells after 2 h of incubation.

LNC or AcE-LNC pretreatments increased melanoma cell death in stress or neutrophil cocultured conditions
In this study, we employed nontoxic concentrations of LNC, AcE or AcE-LNC to treat melanoma cells, as percentages of cell viability (AnxV−/PI−), apoptosis (AnxV−/PI−),...
late apoptosis (AnxV+/PI−) and necrosis (AnxV+/PI+) were equivalent to those found in untreated cells (Figure 2A). The tumor microenvironment in general presents regions with serum deprivation and reduced oxygen supply. To address these conditions in vitro, melanoma cells were previously treated with LNC, AcE or AcE-LNC and further maintained with serum deprivation or hypoxia induced by CoCl₂. The nanocapsule pretreatment decreased the cell viability in both conditions in comparison to vehicle or AcE pretreatments (Figure 2B and C). The loss of cell viability was related to increased apoptosis caused by LNC or AcE-LNC pretreatments (Figure 2B and C). Neutrophils are present in tumor microenvironment, and their role needs to be elucidated. Hence, B16F10 were pretreated with vehicle, nanocapsules or AcE and further cocultured with neutrophils. It is noteworthy that melanoma cells treated with vehicle and cocultured with neutrophils presented reduced viability when compared to melanoma cells in the absence of neutrophils (Figure 2A and D). Furthermore, lower cell viability was detected in LNC-, AcE- or AcE-LNC-pretreated melanoma cells cocultured with neutrophils, mainly due to late apoptosis (Figure 2D).

Figure 1  Uptake of LNC and AcE-LNC by melanoma cells.
Notes: B16F10 (5×10⁵ cells) were cultured in the presence of vehicle (culture medium) (A), LNC (9×10⁹ particles/mL) (B), or AcE-LNC (30 of AcE; 9×10⁹ particles/mL) (C) and 2 h later were analyzed by enhanced dark-field CytoViva® microscopy. Scale bar represents 10 μm. AcE-LNC, LNC loaded with AcE.
Abbreviations: AcE, acetylenegol; LNC, lipid-core nanocapsule.

Figure 2  Effects of LNC, AcE and AcE-LNC on melanoma cell viability in different conditions.
Notes: B16F10 cells (1×10⁵ cells/well) were cultured in the presence of vehicle (culture medium), LNC (9×10⁹ particles/mL), AcE (30 μM) or AcE-LNC (30 μM of AcE; 9×10⁹ particles/mL) for 24 h and washed, and cell viability was analyzed (A); B16F10 cells (1×10⁵ cells/well) were cultured in the presence of CoCl₂ under simulated hypoxic condition (100 μM) (B) or serum deprivation (C) for 2 h and in sequence cultured in the presence of vehicle, LNC, AcE or AcE-LNC, and cell viability was analyzed; B16F10 were cultured as in (A) and co-incubated with murine neutrophils (5×10⁵ cells/transwell) for 18 h (D). Cell viability, apoptosis, late apoptosis and necrosis of melanoma cells were determined by flow cytometry. The values are represented as mean ± SEM of five independent experiments. Significant differences are P<0.05 vs respective vehicle; aP<0.05 vs respective LNC and bP<0.05 vs respective AcE. AcE-LNC, LNC loaded with AcE.
Abbreviations: AcE, acetylenegol; AnxV, annexin V; LNC, lipid-core nanocapsule; PI, propidium iodide; SEM, standard error of the mean.
LNC or AcE-LNC pretreatments increased the oxidative burst in cocultured neutrophils

After coculture with pretreated melanoma cells, neutrophils were assayed to evaluate the oxidative burst. Data obtained showed that neutrophils cocultured with LNC- or AcE-LNC-pretreated melanoma cells produced higher ROS levels than those pretreated with vehicle or AcE (Figure 3A).

LNC or AcE-LNC pretreatments reduced the secretion of TGF-β by melanoma cells

TGF-β is a known growth factor secreted by cancer cells to induce the N2 pro-tumoral phenotype. Data obtained, in this study, show that melanoma cells pretreated with LNC or AcE-LNC secrete lower levels of TGF-β than cells incubated with vehicle or AcE (Figure 3B).

Release of pro-tumoral chemical mediators in the supernatant was reduced in cocultures of LNC- and AcE-LNC-pretreated melanoma cells

Secreted chemical mediators modulate the tumor microenvironment inducing anti- or pro-tumoral effects and, in this study, we investigated the role of nanocapsule pretreatments on the secretion of pro-tumoral mediators.

LNC, AcE or AcE-LNC pretreatments did not modify the levels of secreted VEGF by melanoma cells, and neutrophils did not secrete the growth factor (Figure 4A). Nevertheless, levels of VEGF were markedly enhanced in the supernatant of all cocultures, but with lesser magnitude in cocultures of melanoma cells pretreated with LNC or AcE-LNC (Figure 4A). Melanoma cells secreted low levels of IL-10, which was not altered by pretreatments. Neutrophils were able to secrete high amounts of IL-10, and the same pattern of secretion was observed when neutrophils were cocultured with melanoma cells pretreated with vehicle or AcE. Conversely, the pretreatment of melanoma cells with LNC or AcE-LNC reduced the secretion of IL-10 in the supernatant of cocultured cells (Figure 4B). Melanoma cells and neutrophils were able to secrete arginase-1; however, neutrophils secreted augmented levels of the enzyme (Figure 4C). LNC, AcE or AcE-LNC did not modify the levels of secreted arginase-1 by melanoma cells, but the pretreatment of melanoma cells with LNC or AcE-LNC reduced the amount of arginase-1 in the supernatant of cocultures (Figure 4D). Finally, MMP-9 was not detected in the supernatant of melanoma cells (data not shown). On the other hand, levels of MMP-9 were detected in the supernatants of melanoma cells and neutrophils coculture, and these levels were reduced when neutrophils were cocultured with LNC- or AcE-LNC-pretreated melanoma cells (Figure 4D).

In vivo LNC or AcE-LNC treatments impair neutrophil interaction with the microcirculatory network

As neutrophil interaction with the microcirculatory vessel wall improves the dissemination of melanoma cells to metastatic tissues, the role of in vivo LNC or AcE-LNC treatments on the interactions of neutrophils to endothelial cells was investigated. Our data show that i.v. administration of LNC or AcE-LNC reduced the number of rolling leukocytes in the post-capillary venules of the cremaster.

Figure 3  Effects of LNC, AcE and AcE-LNC on (A) oxidative burst of neutrophils and (B) TGF-β release by melanoma cells.

Notes: B16F10 cells (1×10^5 cells/well) were incubated with vehicle (R10), LNC (9×10^7 particles/mL), AcE (30 µM) or AcE-LNC (30 µM of AcE; 9×10^7 particles/mL) for 24 h, washed and then co-incubated or not with murine neutrophils (5×10^6 cells/transwell) for 18 h. Oxidative burst was quantified in neutrophils using DCFH and flow cytometry. The TGF-β release was quantified by ELISA in cell-free supernatant. The values are represented as mean ± SEM of five independent experiments. Significant differences are *P<0.05 vs neutrophils; †P<0.05 vs vehicle and ‡P<0.05 vs LNC. AcE-LNC, LNC loaded with AcE.

Abbreviations: AcE, acetyleugenol; DCFH, 2′,7′-dichlorofluorescin; ELISA, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay; IL-10, interleukin-10; LNC, lipid-core nanocapsule; MMP-9, matrix metalloproteinase-9; Neut, neutrophils; SEM, standard error of the mean; TGF-β, transforming growth factor-β.
microcirculation 10 min after injections, which was maintained until 120 min. AcE injection reduced the number of cell interactions with vessels only 120 min after i.v. administration (Figure 5A). Representative images are shown in Figure 5B. It is important to mention that i.v. injections of the nanocapsule formulations or AcE did not cause any systemic or local toxic alteration (data not shown).

Discussion

Limited distribution of drugs into sites of tumor contributes to the inefficacy of treatment to cancers, and nanotechnology has been recently developed to provide effective nanocarriers to deliver drugs into tumors. Increasing numbers of studies have revealed the effectiveness of different nanoparticles carrying drugs in cancer treatment, including melanoma. In this context, we recently showed that oral treatment with LNC or AcE-LNC reduced the melanoma growth in mice. In this study, we extended the investigation showing that LNC pretreatments led to death of melanoma cells under hypoxia and serum deprivation conditions and in the presence of neutrophils. Furthermore, LNC directly affects in vivo neutrophil rheology in the microcirculatory network, which may impair the transendothelial invasion of melanoma cells into tissues. To our knowledge, the effects of nanocapsules on tumor cells and their crosstalk with neutrophils proposed in this study have not been described to other nanomaterial until now.

The efficacy of LNC carrying drugs has been shown in different diseases, pointing out that LNC is an efficient drug delivery system. Moreover, in this study, we confirmed that LNC easily penetrates cell cytoplasm, indicating that intracellular pathways are the target of LNC or delivered drugs. Indeed, data presented in this study clearly show that LNC or AcE-LNC treatments improve the apoptosis of melanoma cells in different conditions associated with tumor microenvironment. It is noteworthy that eugenol acts as an inducer of apoptosis in different cancer cells, such as melanoma, and acetylation of eugenol favors the nanocapsulation process to LNC and AcE-LNC also induces melanoma apoptosis. Induction of cell death by apoptosis is a desired mechanism, as intracellular content is not released to the tissue, avoiding further damage of the host tissues. In this study, we used concentrations of LNC or AcE-LNC, which did not cause cell death; however, the uptake of nanocapsules sensitized melanoma cells to apoptosis in serum deprivation and hypoxia, both restrictive conditions found in the tumor microenvironment. It is interesting to mention that concentrations of LNC or AcE-LNC, higher than employed in this study, may further sensitize melanoma cells to apoptosis.
study, also caused SK-Mel-28 apoptosis as a mechanism of death. As effects caused by LNC or AcE-LNC were equivalents, and AcE treatment evokes lower cell death, we suggest that the supramolecular structure of LNC is responsible for the toxic effects, as previously suggested.

It has been shown that neutrophils are plastic cells and can switch the phenotype depending on tumor microenvironment, exerting pro- or antitumoral activities. Blood neutrophilia and massive accumulation of neutrophils in melanoma tissue favor the development of the tumor, angiogenesis and melanoma dissemination. Therefore, a crosstalk between melanoma cells and neutrophils may be pivotal to tumor progression. Herein, we showed that pre-incubation of melanoma cells with the nanocapsules affects the crosstalk between neutrophils/melanoma, as we observed by higher percentage of death in LNC- or AcE-LNC-pretreated melanoma cells co-incubated with neutrophils. Some mechanisms may be proposed, as LNC pretreatments could lead melanoma cells to be more susceptible to toxic actions of neutrophils, or LNC treatments...
could impair the signaling of melanoma cells to halt neutrophil toxic actions.

Neutrophils actions as ROS and nitric oxide production and granules proteases release are associate to microbicide activity and cancer regression. In this study, we show that LNC or AcE-LNC treatments on melanoma cells favor the ROS production by neutrophils. As ROS signaling induces apoptosis, we suppose that enhanced ROS production by neutrophils could, at least in part, evoke melanoma cell death after nanocapsule treatment.

It has been shown that secretion of TGF-β by cancer cells mediates the switch of neutrophils to pro-tumoral N2 phenotype and immune escape. As elevated production of ROS is one feature of N1 neutrophil phenotype, we hypothesized that LNC or AcE-LNC treatments could reduce the ability of melanoma cells to activate N2 neutrophils. Indeed, the pretreatment with LNCs impaired the secretion of the growth factor, showing a direct effect of LNC on melanoma cells.

To corroborate the melanoma/neutrophil crosstalk, we investigated other chemical mediators related to tumor microenvironment. VEGF is an angiogenic mediator in the tumor microenvironment and relevant to melanoma survival and growth. It was in this study evident that neutrophils do not secrete VEGF. Nevertheless, the coculture of melanoma cells and neutrophils markedly enhanced the concentration of the growth factor in the supernatant, clearly showing that the crosstalk of both cells is fundamental to the secretion of VEGF. Interestingly, the pretreatment of melanoma cells with LNC or AcE-LNC reduced the amount of VEGF. The same profile was, in this study, observed for the IL-10 secretion, a crucial cytokine in the tumor microenvironment related to immune escape.

Arginase-1, an enzyme that hydrolyzes L-arginine into urea and L-ornithine, is related to production of substances required to cellular cycle progression, and its enhanced activity is associated to tumor cells proliferation and immune escape. Pro-tumoral neutrophil phenotype secretes arginase. In this study, we showed that LNC- or AcE-LNC-pretreated melanoma cells reduced the levels of arginase in the supernatant of cocultures with neutrophils. Therefore, reduced levels of IL-10 associated with low levels of arginase induced by LNC or LNC-AcE pretreatment pointed out the alterations evoked by nanocapsules, resulting in impaired immune escape.

Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are a family of endopeptidases produced by different cell types, which degrade components of the extracellular matrix being involved in physiologic and pathologic processes. MMP-9 belongs to a subgroup of MMPs called gelatinases, and it is strongly related to invasion and malignancies in tumor microenvironment. Pro-tumoral neutrophils produce MMP-9, and in this study we also corroborate the antitumoral role of the nanocapsules by observing that pretreated melanoma cells showed a reduced production of MMP-9 by neutrophils. Overall, our data show that LNC or AcE-LNC treatments alter the melanoma/neutrophil crosstalk and may block pathways on melanoma cells responsible for the signaling of pro-tumoral neutrophil phenotype. An inverse correlation is established between neutrophil antitumoral activities and the secretion of TGF-β by cancer cells, as also shown in this work.

**Figure 6** Scheme of main findings in our in vitro (A) and in vivo (B) studies.

**Abbreviations:** i.v., intravenous; IL-10, interleukin-10; LNC, lipid-core nanocapsule; MMP-9, matrix metalloproteinase-9; ROS, reactive oxygen species; TGF-β, transforming growth factor-β; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.
Neutrophils are rapidly recruited from the blood into tissue, as they present huge ability to bind to the endothelial cells covering the microcirculatory network. Adhesion molecules are expressed on activated neutrophils and interact with ligands on the endothelial cell surface, favoring cells interactions on vessel wall of the injured area.\textsuperscript{26} It has been shown that IL-8, secreted by metastatic melanoma cells, recruits neutrophils into microcirculatory beds, inducing the expression of $\beta$2 integrin on neutrophils and ICAM-1 on melanoma cells, promoting the anchoring of cancer cells to vascular endothelium.\textsuperscript{22} Using intravital microscopy, we observed that i.v. administration of LNC or AcE-LNC reduced the number of neutrophils interacting with the post-capillary venules of the cremaster muscle, showing that LNC or AcE-LNC impairs neutrophils interaction with vessel wall. The hypothesis that nanocapsules may induce a systemic protection to cancer dissemination will be further evaluated in the model of metastatic melanoma in mice.

Overall, our data point out the relevance of LNC and LNC carrying drugs by affecting melanoma cell survival in the tumor microenvironment. For the first time, it is shown that LNCs improves the immune response against tumor by reducing the secretion of mediators associated with tumor progression/invasion and immune tolerance. The proposed in vitro and in vivo mechanisms are shown in Figure 6.

**Conclusion**

Data presented in this study, associated with our previous publications, provide evidence that LNC or LNC-loaded drugs may be complementary tools in melanoma treatments. Therefore, further investigations must be carried out to test the role of LNCs directly on neutrophil plasticity and to open new perspectives to investigate the effects of LNC treatments on the immune escape in other models of cancer. Moreover, novel perspectives may be addressed on the systemic role of LNCs on cancer progression.
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